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INSTRUCTIONS – 

  

1. The question paper has divided into 3 sections. All questions are compulsory. 

  SECTION-A 

1-   Tick () the correct answer.                                                                                    1*10=10                         

 

a-Which of the following is a database program 

 

1- Access                      2-word                                   3- PowerPoint  
 

b- The main part of the computer that is used to process data is called. 

1-Hard disk     2-Keyboard                         3-CPU  
  

c- This device holds data and instruction for future use. 

1-input device                             2-monitor                                    3-storage device   

d- A row in a table is called 

1- Record                         2-Field                            3-Value   

e– The key that you press to move from upper pane to lower pane is 

1-F8                        2-F1                        3-F6    

f– The shortcut key to find option is. 

1-alt+f            2-ctrl+f                        3-ctrl+i   

g– It is design to enter and edit data in a table. 

1-Table                  2-Query             3-Form   

h– Shortcut key to save a query is. 

1-ctrl+s                   2-ctrl+v                                     3-alt+s   

i– The sign used to closing a tag 

1- /                              2- \                        3- *   

j– The language used to make web pages is 

1-QBASIC               2-FLAS                                         3-HTML   

 

 

2-   Write ‘true’ or ‘false’ for the following statements.                                               1*10=10                  

     

 a. A text control creates a text box that is used for a single line of input          …………. 

 b. Notepad is a text editor to create a web page.                                   .………… 

 c. The reset button sends the information to the appropriate location for processing…………. 

 d. Report presents the data in an organized manner                                            ………..… 

 e. A query is a simple question represented in a way that access can understand.………….. 



f. Charles Babbage is known as the father of the computer .                                  ………….. 

g. CPU is the main chip in the computer which is used to process data.                ………….. 

h. Data or instruction entered into the computer is known as input.                       ……… 

i. MS-access is presentation software.                                                                    ……….. 

j. MS-access is not a part of Microsoft office suite                                            ……….                                                                            

 

 

                                                      Section-B 

3-   Fill in the blanks.                                                                                                                     1*10=10                                                        

a- You can use………. To collect information from the people who visit your website. 

 

b- The……….buttons is used to clear the already entered data in form 

 

c- ………..is quick way of building a report. 

 

d- Run button is presented on……...tab. 

 

e- ……………view and ………views are two views in which you can view your table. 

 

f- ……..are created and managed in a Relationship window. 

 

g- A…………collection of organized data 

 

h- A row in a table is called……………….. 

 

i- …………is a rapidity stress injury. 

 

j- ……….is an electronic machine, that works under instruction given by you. 

 

4-   Write short notes on: -                                                           2*10=20                                             

    

      A – Carpel Tunnel Syndrome…………………………………………………………. 

      B – Benefits of using computer……………………………………………………….. 

      C –Data types in MS- access…………………………………………………………. 

      D – Define record…………………………………………………………………….. 

      E – Define field……………………………………………………………………….. 

      F – Find feature in MS-access………………………………………………………… 

      G –Define wildcard……………………………………………………………………. 

      H –Define criteria……………………………………………………………………. 

      I – Hyper Text Markup Language……………………………………………………… 

      J – Input controls in form…………………………………………………………….. 



Section-C 
 

 

5-Write the full form of the following terms: -                                                             1*10=10                                         

 

   A- RDBMS ……………………………………………….  

   B- ATM………………………………………………. 

   C- DVD………………………………………………. 

   D- CPU………………………………………………… 

   E- XHTML……………………………………………..  

   F-HTML………………………………………………… 

   G- DBMS………………………………………………. 

   H- USB………………………………………… 

   I- CD-ROM………………………………………………….. 

   J- DVD-ROM……………………………………………………..  

  

 

   6-Answer the following question: -                                                                                3*10=30                          

  

i- What is the use of a form in HTML? 

ii- Differentiate form and frame? 

iii- What do you understand by query? Explain the different types of query   

iv- What is the base of octal number system? 

v- What do you mean by report? Write the steps to create the reports? 

vi- What do you mean by sorting and filtering? 

vii- What do you mean by relational database? 

viii-  Define DBMS. What is the need for DBMS? 

ix- Define primary key. Why do we need a primary key? 

x- Write a 5 characteristic of a computer? 

    

    7-Practical work (Kindly do it in computer science practical file):-                      2.5*4=10                                                                                          

    

i- Write a HTML code how programmer creating a password box in forms.  

ii- Write a HTML code how programmer creating a radio button in forms.  

iii- Write a HTML code how programmer creating a menu in forms.  

iv- Write a HTML code how programmer creating a submit button in forms.  

 

 

 


